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The Southern part of the African continent attracts most tourists. Most of these are wildlife
enthusiasts, eager to sample the mind boggling diversity of life. Some wild animals found in this
region are unique as they are not to be found anywhere else in the world. With varied topography
and plentiful wildlife, these countries offer a bonanza to the local tourism industry. A typical tourist
would travel to all these countries when visiting the region. The six countries complement each
other in their offering to the tourist, so traveling to just one of them is an incomplete representation
of the region. Cape Town is the best place to start the journey, and tourists make it the pivot of the
entire tour. The safari tours in Cape Town are exciting affairs and involve visits to national wildlife
parks and game reserves. It is best to hire the services of a local Cape Town based travel company
of repute to organize the tour.

Better known for spectacular beaches and gorgeous landscapes, Cape Town also offers a range of
activities and attractions like safaris. The safari tours in Cape Town let the tourists view the stunning
wilderness of Africa's wildlife. Starting from Cape Town, the safari takes the tourist on a wild trek in
robust motor vehicles across national boundaries, because some of the national parks are shared
between countries. The safari through the rugged wildlife reserves would expose the tourist to the
angle of life that is fast diminishing from the modern age â€“ the joy of living. Though wildlife is the chief
attraction, tourists would miss out majorly if they do not undertake Cape Town tours. The jewel of
Africa, situated at the southernmost tip of the large continent, gets its name â€œCapeâ€• from its unique
geographical location. The Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean meet here, and are easily
distinguishable by their different colored waters.

Check your camera equipment before undertaking the exciting safari tours South Africa . Apart from
your camera, which would freeze for all eternity the magic you are about to experience at the safari,
the rest can be left to the reliable Cape Town travel company. The smallest detail is addressed by
them with alacrity. One of the most reliable out of the numerous Cape Town travel companies is
Sussi Safaris & Travel Services. South Africa based tour operator and travel agency Sussi Safaris
specializes in safari tours and custom holiday packages. Whether you would like to travel along the
Atlantic coastline, or would like to have a glimpse of the wildlife in the Kruger National Park or
explore the international city of Cape Town - Sussi Safaris offers packages to meet different
requirements. With Sussi Safaris the entire traveling experience becomes a pleasure cruise.

Whether traveling alone, as part of a couple, or with your family plan a safari tour to Cape Town and
enjoy the wild beauty of Africa. The safari tour in Cape Town teaches the tourist the meaning of life.
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To know more about a South African travel agency and tour operators, you can log in sussi-
safaris.co.za, where you will get an extensive arrangement of necessary information a Cape Town
tours, a Okavango delta safari and many more.
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